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FOREWORD 

This study was authorized by letter dated 14 July 1969 to the 

Director, U. s. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station (WES) from 

the Division Engineer, U. S. Army Engineer Division, U:>wer Mississippi 

Valley (LMVD), subject, "Radiographic Evaluation of Atchafalaya Borings 

for Creep Test." 

The report was prepared by Dr. E. L. Krinitzsky and Mr. J. T. Lewis 

under the direct ion of Dr. C. R. Kolb, Chief of the Geology Branch, Boils 

Division, WES, General direction was under Mr. J. P. Sale, Chief of the 

Soils Division. 

Director of WES was COL Ernest D. Peixotto, CE. Technical Director 

was Mr. F. R. Brown. 
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CONVERSION FACTORS, BRITISH TO METRIC UNITS OF MEASUREMENT 

British units of measurement used in this report can be converted to 

metric units as follows: 

Multiply 

inches 

feet 

By 

2.54 

0.3048 

ix 

To Obtain 

centimeters 

meters 



SUMMARY 

Depositional environments in boring 93 UES taken at Test Section III, 

Atchafalaya levee System, La., were identified as alternate intervals of 

poorly drained swamp and lake. The swamp deposits are distorted and 

fractured adjacent to rotted organic matter. Lake deposits were of shallow 

deposit ion and included thin deltaic facies. The deposits are mostly clay. 

There are delicate evidences of layering, some nodular and plate-like 

carbonate concentrations, and some churning by invertebrates. Pronounced 

shear planes are present as the result of differential compaction, 
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GEOLOGY OF BORING 93 UES, TEST SECTION III, ATCHAFALAYA 

LEVEE SYSTEM, LOUISIANA 

PART I: INTRODUCTION 

1. Test Section III is located along the East Atchafalaya Basin Pro-

tection Levee at sta 1395+50, 300 to 310 ft* on the land side of the base 

of the levee. Its situation with relation to the levee system and to the 

surrounding geologic and physiographic setting is shown in fig. 1. The 

location is in the southeast portion of the Atchafalaya basin. The basin 

is composed of an extensive blanket of unconsolidated fine-gra.ined deposits 

that collectively are called backswamp. These are bounded on the west and 

south by an ancient Teche~Mississippi meander belt and on the east by 

meander belts of the modern Mississippi River and an earlier Lafourche-

Mississippi course. The setting has been discussed in considerable detail 

in earlier reports.** 

2. Backswamp deposits in the Atchafalaya basin have caused serious 

problems of levee subsidence and instability. Settlements averaging 5 to 

10 ~ hav.e occurred over most of the l~vee system and some segments of 

levee in the area have recorded settlements of 15 to 20 ~ and greater. 

* A table of factor~ for converting ffritish units of measurement to 
metric units is presented on page ix. 

** H. N. Fisk, C. R. Kolb, and L, J. Wilbert, "Geological Investigation 
of the Atchafalaya Basin and the Problem of Mississippi River Diversion" 
(in 2 vols), April 1952, prepared for Mississippi River Commission, 
Vicksburg, Miss., by U. s. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Station, 
CE, Vicksburg, Miss.; and E. L. Krinitzsky and F. L. Smith, "Geology of 
Backswamp Deposits in the Atchafa:j.aya Basin, Louisiana," Sep 1969, 
Technical Report S-69-8, U. S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment Sta
tion,· CE, Vicksburg, Miss. 
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Purpose 

3. The purpose of this study was to delineate, in as fine a detail 

as practicable, the sedimentary sequence in the backswamp deposits that 

underlie Test Section III. 

Scope 

4. Four borings, 93 DES, 94 UES, 95 UES, and 96 UES were drilled at 

the •rest Sect ion. These borings were spaced 7 to 10 f't apart in the vicinity 

of levee sta 1395+50, at a distance of 300 to 310 f't on the land side of the 

base of the levee. Their locations are shown in fig. 2. Boring 93 UES was 

selected for geological evaluation. 

5, Geological evaluation involved opening the continuous, undisturbed, 

5-in. core samples taken in 93 DES and examining them macroscopically for 

grain size, color, sedimentation characteri~tics, breakage patterns, or

ganic content, fossils, and concretionary matter. Slices, 3/8-in. thick, 

were cut vertically through the cores. These were examined radiographically 

using X-rays. 

6. Radiography involved placing X-ray film in contact with a slice of 

the soil and subjecting the soil to a beam of X-rays. X-rays are absorbed 

differentially depending on variations in the density and composition of 

the sample. The differential absorption produces an image on the film. In 

this way, internal structures are revealed that of'ten are not recognizable 

on the face of the sample. Radiography was done with a Philips Industrial 

X-ray Unit using a 100-kV beryllium-window head. Records were made on 

Kodak Type M Industrial X-ray film. Exposure was for 45 sec at 18m.A and 
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Fig.· 2. Locations of borings, Test Section III, East Atchafalaya Basin Protection Levee 



25kV with a focal distance of 18 in. The resulting radiographs were used 

with the macroscopic features to subdivide and delineate the backswamp 

sequence on the basis of changes in the depositional environments that 

occurred during sedimentation. 

7. Due to the close proximity of all borings, the radiographic data 

obtained from boring 93 UES were considered to be representative of corre

sponding depths in the remaining three borings. Plans for laboratory test

ing on samples from borings 94 UES, 95 UES, and 96 UES utilized projections 

of the layering and soil types that were interpreted in this study for 

boring 93 UES. 
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PARI' II: DEPOSITIONAL ENVIRONMENrS 

8. Earlier studies* showed that the Atchafalaya basin was a fresh 

water basin bounded by ancient and modern Mississippi River courses through 

its history of deposition. That period extended for over 15 ,OOO years 

without noticeable interruption. During that time, deposition in the 

basin occurred under alternating conditions of lakes and swamps. Lakes 

were always shallow, never deeper than about 18 :rt and mostly nruch less. 

Changing current patterns introduced deltaic facies of coarser materials 

in many changing positions within the predominately fine-grained deposits. 

Erosion of the swampy shore materials by wind action on the lakes caused 

layers of bedded organics to form within the lake sequences. These are 

now noted mostly as transition zones between lake and swamp deposits. 

9. The currents in the lakes that resulted in facies changes in the 

sediments were responsible also for both cyclic and irregular changes in 

the amount and distribution of dissolved salts in the lake water. These 

alterations, plus seasonal changes in the activity of organic matter in 

the water, caused variations in the rates and manner of precipitation of 

clay minerals and of dissolved mineral salts. These behavior sequences 

are observable in the sedimentary section as varve-like sequences, con

centrations of nodular cementing materials, layers of carbonate enrich-

--ment-s, -and--mas-s-ive -c-1--ay -layers. 

10. The swamp deposits vary in the amounts of organic matter which 

are preserved and in the traces of oxidation versus reducing conditions 

which prevailed when deposition was taking place. Oxidizing conditions 

* Krinitzsky and Smith, op. cit. 
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were accompanied by the destruction of organic matter, leaving root voids 

and eavities, and by the formation of iron oxides. Reducing conditions 

generally allowed the preservation of organic matter, and iron salts took 

the form of pyrites, sometimes as fine druses or clusters of crystals 

around roots. 

11. Characteristics of the depositional environments encountered in 

boring 93 UES were summarized as follows. The illustrative examples that 

are referenced are contained in Appendix A. Photographs and radiographs 

are included for repr~sentative samples. 

Lake Environment 

12. The predominating characteristics of the lake environment in 

boring 93 UES are as follows: 

a. Stratification. Stratification is generally well-developed 

in the radiographic imagery even though the accompanying photography o~en 

shows largely featureless clays. A representative example is sample 19-B. 

Note that in the photograph, there are hardly any distinctive features. 

The radiograph shows a fine varve-like bedding in the clay. These are 

thought t;-i be caused by alternating changes in the manner of sedimentation 

of the clays and alternations in the types and amounts of minerals pre

cipitated from solution. All nf' tha lake_ clays are calcareous to -var-ious

degrees. White layers in the radiographs (as T shown in sample 19-C) a.re 

prominent concentrations of calcium and iron carbonates. Another pronounced 

layer of this sort occurs in sample 13-B. _To a lesser extent, this type of 

layering is present in nearly all of the lake deposits in which sedimentation 

has ta.ken place under relatively still conditions. 
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13. Turbulence during sedimentation of the clays was noted, for example, 

in the lower half of sample 8-C and in samples 13-D and 20-A. 

14 . Invertebrate burrows have f\lrther modified the layered clays to 

varying degrees. Sample 13-B shows relatively moderate effects of burrows. 

Samples 14-A and 20-A are more extensively burrowed, in addition to the 

initial turbulence, and remains of the gastropods responsible for the 

burrowing are seen in the samples. An individual burrow of large size that 

may have contributed to shearing in the overlying soil is seen in 19-B. A 

large burrow that moved sandy clay into a clay layer is seen in sample 22-C. 

b. Concretions. Nodular concretionary material, such as the white 

areas on the radiograph of sample 8-C, are mixtures of calcite, Caco3 , and 

siderite, FeC03 , respectively, calcium and iron carbonates. The layered 

mineral enrichments previously referred to for samples 13-B and 19-C are 

of' the same sort. In the examples encountered throughout this boring, the 

concretionary matter was mostly incipient. Though it registered strongly 

on the radiographs, it was not hard enough to resist being cut by piano 

wire. 

Pyrites, Fes2 , occur as very fine crystalline covers over roots 

and as fine nodules. Sample 22-C shows the appearance of these delicate 

enc:rustments. They occur under conditions of chemical reduction. Where 

oxidation has _occurred, _ewm _partially _as in very .shallow wat-ers where lake 

deposits were forming, limonite nodules and encrustments were formed. A 

condition of this sort is illustrated in sample 16-C. 

c. Color. Lake deposits appear as shades of gray to dark gray 

where they are composed largely of clays. Layers containing silts or fine 

sands are buff in color due to better drainage and the characteristics of 

the coarser grained mineral particles. 
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d. Organic matter. Organic matter in the lake deposits occur 

as root remains that have penetrated into buried lake deposits from overlying 

swamps or have been washed in from nearby growth areas in swamps. Sample 8-C 

shows delicate roots coated with pyrites. Those that are horizontal to the 

bedding were washed into position. Those that are steeply inclined may have 

grown into position. The original organic matter of these root remains may 

now be completely decomposed. Root voids that are now devoid of organic 

matter typically appear as those shown in sample 22-B. 

Lake Environment - Deltaic Facies 

15. The deltaic facies of the lake environment have the following 

characteTistics: 

a. Stratification. Since the deltaic facies include a great 

heterogeneity of materials through silts and fine- to medium-grained sands 

and their deposition was accompanied by relatively strong current effects, 

they characteristically show pronounced stratification patterns. Deltaic 

facies can usually be identified on the photographs to form layerings de

termined by g~ain size and color and tonal alterations. However, their 

features are always enhanced in the radiographic imagery. Characteristic 

layering patterns are seen in samples 10-D, 11-A, 11-B, 12-C, and 17-B. 

An example of ripple marks with internal cross laminations within the ripple 

zone is contained in sample 12-B. The coarse-textured layers within the 

deltaic facies are likely to provide drainage :1orizons within the clay mass. 

b. Concretions. Concretionary matter is not.well-developed in 

these layers; an exception is the pronounced carbonate layer in sample 11-A. 

Good drainage through the adjoining silty clays allowed this carbonate layer 

tJ harden sufficiently so that it was brittle when trimmed with piano wire. 
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c. Color. Colors vary from shades of gray to buff and tan. 

d. Organic matter. Organic matter may be washed into the deltaic 

facies either as root remains (see sample 11-B) or as bedded layers of fine 

organic detritus (see also sample 11-B). Roots also may have grown into these 

layers f'rom over~ying swamps (see sample 10-D). In the latter example, the 

roots have rotted and only their voids remain. 

Swamp Environment - Poorly Drained 

16. Swamp environments are characterized largely by the effects of organic 

matter. Conditions of poor drainage are conducive to the preservation of organic 

matter and the maintenance of a chemically reducing environment. 

a. Stratification. Stratification is either absent or it is made 

indistinct by the churning action of multitudes of roots. 

b. Organic matter. Root remains are of all sizes from the large 

woody masses in sample 4-C to the abundant fine roots in sample 9-C. Where 

lake shores and swamp environments interact, organic matter may become bedded. 

Sample 9-B illustrates such a condition. Often, bedded organic matter marks 

transitions between swamp and lake deposits. In this instance the bedded organic 

matter occurs within a swamp interval and is hardly more than a foot thick. 

Occasionally an interval may be formed entirely of peat. Sample 9-A shows this 

condition. In this case the material is more directly recognizable in the 

photograph than in the radiograph. 

c. Concretions. Concretions normally are those of pyrites that form 

crusts and fine nodules often in association with roots (see sample 5-B). 

Vivianite, a hydrous ferrous phosphate, Fe3(Po4)2 • 8H20 , is occasionally 

found as tiny whitish nodules that turn bright blue upon exposure to air for 
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a few hours. A multitude of well-developed vivianite nodules are shown in 

sample 21-B. 

d. Color. Color is usually black to dark brown in the organic 

matter and shades of gray to dark blackish gray in the associated clay 

matrix. 

Swamp Environment - Well-Drained 

17. Well-drained conditions in a swamp environment imply that organic 

matter and some associated mineralogical matter have an opportunity to become 

oxidized. 

a. Stratification. Stratification is either absent or is very 

poorly developed, again because of the churning action of abundant organic 

material. 

b, Organic matter. Oxidation of organic matter corrnnonly has pro

ceeded to a condition where the organic matter is gone except for evidences of 

its former presence. Sample 3-D shows abundant root-voids that typically 

are le~ by medium to fine root penetrations. 

c. Concretions. Concretions are in the form of iron oxides in 

sizes from specks to irregular amorphous masses and crusts. Examples are 

shown in samples 3-B and 3-D. 

d. Color. Color usually includes some shades of buff or brown. 

There may be irregular mottles of browns contained in grayish material. 

11 



PARI' III: STRUCTURAL FEATURES 

18. Photographs and radiographs shown in Appendix A illustrate 

many of the structural features present in the boring. A disturbed zone 

that possibly may be fill material is shown by samples 1-B and 1-D. The 

basis f'or this designation is in the irregular jumbled ball-like masses of 

soil in 1-D and to a lesser degree in 1-B. 

19. In addition to the characteristics already noted as sedimentation 

patterns, burrows, and root effects, there are some evidences of the effects 

of shear and desiccation under natural conditions. Desiccation near the surface 

seems to be the cause of the cracks indicated in sample 1-B. Near-surface dry

ing of the disturbed material is sufficient to explain these features. Sample 

3-B also shows fine cracks that probably were caused by drying through the 

transpiration of roots. 

20, Sample 5-A shows prominent shear planes that are associated with 

large irregular masses of organic matter. Differential displacements that 

accompanied the decay of this organic matter may have induced these shear 

planes. Fractures in samples 10-D, 13-D, 16-C, and 19-D are of the sort 

that have resulted from shearing that took place as adjustments to differential 

compaction that occurred in the clays. 

21. Sample 12-A shows an irregular arcuate fracture pattern that is very 

_closaly _s_paced _in _the _upper _half' nf "the -sample-. These features resulted from 

disturbance caused by extrusion of the core during the sampling. 
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PART IV: CLASSIFICATION OF BORING 93 UES 

22. Appendix B summarizes the observations that were made on core 

samples and contains interpretations of depositional environments. 

Depositional layers are as follows: 

Depth, fti~ 

From 
0 

- 3.1 
-10.6 
-26.4 
-30.2 
-35.0 
-45.6 
-51.9 
-57.7 
-64.4 
-66.0 
-76.2 
-83.8 

To 
- 3.1 
-10.6 
-26.4 
-30.2 
-35.0 
-45.6 
-51.9 
-57.7 
-64.4 
-66.0 
-76.2 
-83.8 
-86.4~H~ 

Depositional Layer 
Disturbed zone, possibly fill material 
Swamp, well-drained 
Swamp, poorly drained 
Lake 
Swamp, poorly drained 
Lake, containing thin layers of deltaic facies 
Lake 
Swamp, poorly drained 
Lake 
Lake, with deltaic facies 
Lake 
Swamp, poorly drained 
Lake 

i~ All depths are expressed in feet below ground surface. 
iH~ Bot torn of hole. 

23. From the surface to about -3 ft, the boring encountered disturbed 

soil or fill that was in the form of irregular balls and masses. The 

interval contained crushed organic matter, was partially desiccated, and 

showed oxidation of iron compounds. 

24. There was an interval of swamp deposits from -3.1 to -26 ft. The 

swamp deposit was well-drained from -3.1 to -10 ft and was poorly drained 

in the rest of the interval. The -well-drained_ po_r_tion_ was_ oxidize.d,- con..,. 

tained relatively less organic matter, and had desiccation fractures and 

some slicken-sided fractures. The poorly drained material had relatively 

abundant organic matter and there were pronounced fractures present that 

resulted from differential settlement around the organic matter. 
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25. A shallow lake envirorunent occurred between -27 and -30 ft. Its 

upper portion contained bits of washed-in organic matter. The lower portion 

contained nodular carbonates. 

26. Beneath the lake deposit was a poorly drained swamp deposit that 

occurred between the depths of -30.2 and -35.0 ft. It contained 0.6 ft of 

horizontally bedded, soft peat at -31.0 ft. This peat layer was under

lain by approx:iJnately 1.2 ft of alternating thin layers of peat and 

organic clay. The lowermost 1.5 ft of the section consisted of gray to 

dark-gray silty clay containing numerous.root fragments. 

27. Intermittent zones of lake and lake-deltaic deposits characterized 

the boring between -35.0 and -51.9 ft. The deltaic facies individually were 

generally less than 3 ft thick and consisted of alternating layers of clay, 

silt, and sand. These deltaic facies were sandwiched between usually 

yhicker lake zones composed of thin-bedded clays that were only slightly 

silty. In the deltaic zones, bedding was highly irregular as a result of 

rapid changes in currents and load. Fractures were frequent in the lake 

clays as a result of differential settlements. Many fractures showed 

secondary ferruginous mineralizations along the fracture planes. 

28. A poorly drained swamp envirorunent existed in the zone between 

-51.9 and -57.7 ft. The interval was a soft to firm, gray, slightly silty 

clay. There were many fine fragments of roots and root voids. The clay 

contained numerous fracture planes. Nodular material was in the form of 

large, ball-like carbonate masses and many fine disseminated.specks of 

ferruginous matter. 

29. A lake envirorunent with two intervening deltaic facies occurred 

from -57.7 to -76.2 ft. This zone consisted principally of fractured, firm, 

14 



gray, horizontally bedded clay. There were many fractures, and a ferruginous 

stain coats most of the fractures. The core generally broke easily along 

these fractures. Some beds showed evidences of displacement in the -68 

and -72 ft areas. Complex bedding patterns were apparent within the silty 

and sandy deltaic facies. The clays contained ball-like masses of carbonates 

and some concentrations of carbonates in plate-like bedding layers. Some 

intervals of the clays were burrowed extensively by invertebrates, and in

vertebrate remains, gastropod shells, were found in some of the samples. 

30. A poorly drained swamp environment began at -76.2 ft and extended 

to -83.8 ft. This zone was characterized by fractured, gray to dark gray, 

silty, firm clay and contained many small roots. Vivianite was present 

in samples in the vicinities of -77 and -80 ft. Fractures were common 

and fracture planes had coatings of ferruginous stain. 

31. A lake environment comprised the lowest portion of the boring from 

-83.8 to -86.4 ft. This zone consisted primarily of dark gray, firm, 

fractured clay. Some bedding displacements occurred about 3 in. above the 

bottom of the core. The lower portton of the zone contains many small roots 

encrusted with minute pyrite crystals. Some pronounced burrowing by in

vertebrates had occurred and had brought silty clays into the clay intervals. 

32, Water content determinations were made on the core samples at 

every tenth of a foot. These values are shown in Appendix B. Large con

trasts in water contents are evident where poorly drained swamp intervals are 

contrasted with lake environments in the upper portion of the boring, above 

-35 ft. In lower portions of the boring, the swamp deposits have been 

largely consolidated and drained so that moisture contrasts have been greatly 

diminished. Throughout the boring there was a significant variability in 

the water contents over short distances within any given depositional layer. 
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These variations are attributable to the irregular occurrence of organic 

matter throughout the boring and to root voids and shear zones. In the 

deltaic facies, there is an important range in the pore space that is 

dependent on the complex mineralogical variations in those intervals. 
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PART V: CONCLUSIONS 

33 . The sediments in boring 93 UES were interpreted as alternating 

layers of swamp and lake deposits. 

34. The swamp environments were mostly poorly drained. In their 

upper layers, they contain rotted organic matter. Peat and bedded organics 

are present. Some pronounced distortion and fracturing has occurred in the 

clays around organic matter both from desiccation and from differential 

settlement. 

35. The lake environments were deposits from shallow bodies of fresh 

water that included numerous thin deltaic facies where coarse sediments were 

brought into the lakes. The lake deposits are mostly clays that have 

delicate evidences of bedding. In places they are churned, sometimes con

siderably, by burrowing invertebrates. There are also irregular nodula~ 

and plate-like enrichments of the clays with carbonates. Pronounced shear 

planes are present as a result of differential compaction. 

36. The depositional environments appear to correlate generally with 

variations that were measured in the water contents. Variations within the 

environments are attributable to changes in the characteristics of the 

deposits, such as the presence or absence of organic matter, animal burrows, 

secondary mineral enrichment, open void spaces, shear planes, etc. 
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APPENDIX A: PHOTOGRAPHS AND RADIOGRAPHS OF REPRESENTATIVE SAMPLES 
FROM BORING 93 UES 



SYMBOLS FOR INTERPRETATIONS 
FROM X-RADIOGRAPHY 

A Peat 

B Shell 

c Roots, organic matter preserved 

D Stratified organic matter 

E Former roots, organic matter destroyed by oxidation 

F Burrows, invertebrate 

G Open void spaces 

H Limonitic concretions 

I Pyrite 

J Carbonate concretion 

K Desiccation fracture 

L Shear fracture 

M Horizontal bedding 

N Tilted bedding 

0 Varve-like layering 

p Distorted bedding 

Q Turbulent deposition 

R Cross-laminated bedding 

s Sample tested by radiography 

T Carbonate enriched zone 

u Breakage in handling 

v Groove resulting from sample preparation 

w Zone of ferruginous concretions 

x Sand lens 
y Fracture 

z Vivianite crystals 
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so: .. •DATiOH 

CLJI.·, •-'int-• lC:.+k:". ;:-,;- -Y;f;"J':~-i·'; 0L'N:::r-. 
!'d·.;t.d' 1,._'.iS:').[l •. 1,'.-:A7f_;:'- 0M(;.>,•-1;.::. 

;.ll\TT:.:P. wiq.;· :•?!'!Ti. (i~vy·_-;, 



SAMPLE.8·A (273' TO 2!31') 

SAMPLE 9-A (310' TO 31.6') 

A5 

M..\_;~~i\1 f: CL.I-\'{ f;<:"!'Rt.~..-K"L.Y r-;~~E 

ROOT:...£1 S. F'AH.Ti.-1' AJE' 
F'AfHLY VAl'NED '30ME 'CAH0:'.11"'~·\l rs 

i l.M. ~\AHY, 8R('.>Wh, 5,""lf~. tti:'r~ l,l{)f,,· 
>~c.1.·· urnngc; 

1i.';:0J;.:.;.s::_e-nQ..1s:£~J:JJ 
0 I 



SAMPLE IO·C (36.8' TO 37.4') 

A6 

ALTERNAT;NG J...i.'(\;fRs ci; PE:AT ANO 
Ct.AYEY P!AT •. l)~~~·BROWN, SOFT. 

MA~IV£ SILT'( CL.AV, OA~K GRAYt
l'IRM, M()IST. CONTAINSJl()()T. 
FRAGMENTS T .. R()UGHOUT. 

<:1.AY. Wl.TH ORGANIC.MATTE;!!. 
POSSIBLY OISTURBED DURING. 
SAMPLING. 

CLAY.THAT~ t.1ucH·oJSTORBED ev 
BURROWING.AND !$!..UMPING DURING 
DEPOl>ITlO!».. • "" 

SCALE Of" PHOTOGRAPH 
0.1 0.1 (12 03 

FEET 

.... 



SAMPLE Jl·A (:'l90S'T039.7') 

SN\4PU:: ! Hl (39.7' TO 4fJ S') 

A7 

A.'.....":E°;:;_'~ . .:..:r:~-..-./ < A;~'f-'i.'.) <i::O 7>1'..,.-f .-_ 3,.;.·.,r_,,r 
i!·.C\'.P Fr.;· :_;_;.·: ; f,".:;'YL,"r ~,: 1 ~:1 .. ::·~LO:-

,;,~ .. -.. '!:-n~~p.; J>t·.:. 
~-.~-" ! .:i,AV A~t; Cl.../.Y 
(' .l.1,.,~:A,RCPU:~ ~."--ffl'.Z.ii'.:.l/ 
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SAMPLE ! 1-C (40.5' TO 41.:3') 

SAMPLE !l·D (4!.6' TO 42.1') 

SAMPLE 12-8 (43.9' TO 44.7') 

A8 

r'Fk'f,')~2:$ lH n~r i'..!~AY H~hf·,'.;-;)L,;,,R 

f'.'!?;;lH;:,i'.Vjl'10;-,, O~ C,.,,F~~lt:~t-;Arf. S 

H:<;.sr-:~~- .,..iL:·-: <.:.."'-, n':;.1 u;-..ro.c:; 
gv ;«Af'!:i'....'~-.:C. ,,:;.n1-; tA:U') VA'l'it.U 
C~J'"':: .-,,,~(, 01/i<i-:)W f,f"F~1,'.'T'S 



SAMPLE 12 .. C (44.7' TO 45.5') 

SAMPLE 12-D (45.65' TO 46.5') 

T 

5AMPt_£ 13·8 (478' TO 48.S') 

A9 

;;..,_Tf.;ol'"-~Afli-.iL· ('.._1',~· />.'.-~(:• C<.,"'-'>' 

_,-,<:._,..<; \1'~·-Y~ L 1.-<E~~r~ ,_:.t;;-~eiy:"-TC 

f"'.l·~RiCH.tF!'J rs 

i",,.-, '! .- i.,~(,i~;l :/:1f-PA1~S 

».:;.!·->f r'G-"~'".1' ?i7i(1/'00'."-l ·.\·:r., 
Zf)t-,if •Jt •.:. .. \:-ff'\ .'·fit"-! ( !:J~!~!\..-t-:YL"1 < 
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SAMPLE !3-D (49.4' TO 50,0') 

SAMPLE 14-A (SL!' TO 5L5') 

SAMPLE 14-6_(52.I' TO _527') 

AlO 

~'iAR~. \'-tf.'\Y, $OP:' fJHM 
CAL(;4Rf:O!J5, f)J~,_iOffrC:c' 

i';EUf.i.lNG-. Wf:LL·DE.'Jf:,~OF£0 SHE:AP. 
; !iAZ .. T;JiU~:> 8t.1f.!P:~.:'.'1Nf.ti, 

'.:.1 />.:r. f:"\~rf' Gn:..·1, ~·~f T . .<i:!UC'" 3-t,iq 
qr/Ii£~). <:or.n.~\;t;s k?.;.J1-'\,f,;".$ ,,r G1\.':>· 
n1Cr1"'005 

1-.~.ti.~~rvr c; .. A". CJRl·:r. 1 rM,•. ;:,o;~-;.:.,:h 

~-.~A~;'! ?-Af:l;r14Lt.:: (';i; 1:fA.,f'•<;~··,t:U h:.~)r;~·:, 



$,AMPLE l5·B ($5.5' 

SAMPLE lo·D (5"/.3' TO 58.J') 

SAMPLE !6·A (59 ;;1· TO 6005') 

All 
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SAMPLE .17-B (64.4' TO '64.95)) 

SAMPLE 17-C (65.5' TO 66.2') 

Al2 

MASSIVE SILTY CLA~ WIT~. WELi. DEVEL· 
OPED SiiE.AR PLANES THAT .HAVE HAD 
APPRECIABLE DISPLACEMENT. NOTICE 
CONTAC::Ts OF TwO l)lSTiNc::T MATERIALS 
ALON<l A SHP\R PC.At;E, . . . 

MAssivi2l.o.~. ~~H QlSTURllED BY 
BURROWS.AND.cS~AR PLA':'.ES·CON· 

· TAINS IRRtGuLAlf~RBDNAT.E 'ENlllC::H· 
ME:NTS'. M,.\NY fl.O<:IT•v1:11os: . 

BEDDED Cl.AV AND $It.TY CLAY. LEN· 
TICU.LAR SILTY CLAY MASS. SOME 
ROpT· PENETRATIONS; SECONDARY 
CARBDNATE .. ENRICHMENTS. 

FAT VARVED CLAY WITH BEDDED SILTY 
CLAY ... NO THIN SAND LAYERS. SOME 
ROOT PENETRATIONS. 

SCAl..E OF' PHOTOGRAPH 
0.1 'O OJ 0.2 03 04 

FEET 



SAMPLE 19-A (71.0' TO 71.8') 

Al3 

kORIZOUtAL~ l!E!>O~. ~I.Av ~o 
SH.TY Cl.Ai wtTH Bl!Rl;OV/I~ HORI
ZONTAi. CAR!l0NATi.£AAIGkEO <:!.AY 
l.llYl<lt' 

MASSI\/£'. CLAY CQNSIDERBLY DISTURB· 
ED BY BURROWING, (:ONTAl"IS WELL -
DEVELOPED INTERSECTING SHEAR FRAC• 
TURES,. , 

SILTY SA'!OY CLAY· GRADES DOWNWARD 
INTO MASSIVE .CLAY, SHEAR Pl.ANE 
OCCURRING NEAR.CENTER OF SAMPLE 
SHOWS SLlGl1T BED DISPL.ACEMENTS, 
LARGE BURROW HAS O!STl,JRBED BEDS 
AT BASE. 

SCALE OF" PHOTOGRAPH 

0.1 0.1 0.2 0.3 0,4 



SAMPLE 20·8 (76.6i T0'.77.1') 

Al4 

',' ' 

VARvti:l CLAY WJTii occASIO~AL SMALL 
SILTY {IAND.l.£i>j.SE, DISPLACEMENT OF 
llEDS. NOTA!IL£ ALONG tjlGH ANGLE 
SHEAR PLANE ::llURRO;'ilNG VERY PRO· 
NOUNCEI). ji:,.lJl>PEil\ PARt.: 

At..TEF<NATJ~<ci.A~ A.Nii su:,tv Cl.Av 
WITH l).•sl'uRBEO flURRoWED ZONE 
NEAFI CtNTEIHlr SAMl'l.E. PFIONOUNCEO 

. CARllONATE £NRICHEQ Cl.;Av ZONE IN 
LOWER PART .•••. 

MASSiVE CLAY WITH CONSIOEFIABLE 
BURROV(ING; $HELL FMGMENTS AND 
GASTROPOD OUTl.lNE PFl£$£NT IN 
LOWER COl!NE!I . 

MASSIVE t:t.AY.WITK MANY'SMl\LL 
ROOTS. VIVIANITE CLVST£R!\ DISPER· 
SEO T.HROUGH SAMPLE. · 

0.1 

$CAL£ OF PHOTOGRAPH 
Q 0,l 'i>2 0,3 04 



SAMPLE: 20,,_C (77.b' TO 78.0 1) 

SAMPLE 21 ·8 (80.5' TO 80.95') 

SAMPLE 22-8 (84.2' TO fl!:' 0') 

SAMPLE 22-C (856' TO 864') 

Al5 

i.lh!"·;:;ht-;! ~!;,.,TY Cl.A'¥ w:f'H t'.V1D21·H~S 
r;r $Q 1,,A'£, th.lfit\(h1j!\i{_~ ·:ot-_iinf-~3 <•W.>AM'C 
!\.!!·:; n:;:q !N 'OH£: t•.HH . .\ i)J" r:H>i;: KCO!'"') 

~t.'t"f.~1-ihflt-~,_:; i..,;'\~-~"t.ts ,:;r GCA'f ~)~[) 
s,i:_.~ y (lJ. ,· :;,;::,~;;t," Cf;C$J- 2-CO~<-'i~-, 

!3-U-HP.O'N!Nc"" D':•T;3'U:$tC ~El:tf};t.;C •. 
h'Jt~E.F<-.D:;s fit1£ :~;r-_r~,"f;\LS c~·- l".':•._'t-J" 
HT Pf~£.'."';':hJ'f, 

w' !''-' r~-;:r.: $At-;t:~r 

HfiJ",;:<_;., ·/ ·~0/,i:C:O!-,(fAt ~.t:PTl:XG$, LAR(';.0' 
15\Ji.:RQv.; (',l<' __ ~f;t-.iL;3 N~AR;,f ;ii'>·:·n-.:.Fi_~ \' 
,_Hr~;-;~;(,~{ SJ·~-~PL~~ \.~Noi't ~-0..;CTvf-<£.:i ;N 

\;·P?2.t1. ;";-,-,J--'.l ;-![S~:L't'; Fl:i(>M P~RT11\~-

-;~HN !'.SC(~f)f_D cu· .. -1 ;-"f'.TH A!-J c-u_,,_. 
s;-(~n,'\L '.~1L-f¥ $,<>NU t-.A1E.i'-i.. L·"<~tGE; 



APPENDIX B: INTERPRETATIONS OF DEPOSITIONAL 
ENVIRONMENTS, BORING 93 UES 
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SYMBOLS FOR INTERPRETATIONS 
FROM X-RADIOGRAPHY 

Peat 

Shells 

Roots, organic matter preserved 

Stratified organic matter 

Former roots, organic matter destroyed by oxidation 

Burrows, invertebrate 

Open void spaces 

Limonitic concretions 

Pyrite 

Carbonate concretions 

Oesiccati on fractures 

Shear fractures 

Horizontal bedding 

Tilted bedding 

Varve-like layering 

Distorted bedding 

Turbulent deposition 

Cross-laminated bedding 

. SampJa tested byr rndJography-

Conti nuous carbonate enriched clay layer 

Carbonate enriched· clay 

Bl 



PROJECT EABPL TEST SECTION m 
HOLE NO. 93 UES 

DEPTH 0 - 30FT. 

DESCRIPl'ION 

PQSSI'BLE FILL MATERIAL 00 DISTUREF'.D ZONE 

Silty clay, gra.y 1 soft to t1rm. Hackly frac
ture. &ia.ll, roots throughout sample. Hori .. 
zontaJ. fracture nea.r middle or core. Contains 
many secondary ferruginous concretions, Sam
ple shova signs ot having been disturbed. 

Same as sample 1-B, except 1r.aterlal is 
mottled gray and tannish gray lilty clay. 

Same as sample 1-C. 

SWAMP-WELL DRAI!IBD 
Silty clay, tan to dark gray 1 firm, hackly frac~ 
ture. Many brown ferrue;inoua 11pota thro~hout 
replacing roots. Few undecomposed roots accom
panied by small deaiccatlon fractures scattered 
through sample. 

Cl93, derk gray, roots throughout. 
Ferruginous stains noted throughout. 

Silty clay, grav, moiat, Fractured with many 
small sllckenaldea, Undecanpoaed roota with 
some dealccatlon fractures present. Many 
rerruglnous concreUona near top of llUll'ple. 

ra.t clay, dark gra,y 1 moiat 1 firm. Hackly frac
ture. Many patchea or aeconda.ry rerruginoua 
mineralization, probably replacing root1 1 

throughout sample. Pouibly 1ome 1l1ckenside1. 
Same as aample 3-B, except sample contains 
la.rge undecanpoaed root and accompanying small 
desiccation fractures. 

Clay, gray, tirm. Contains several. secondary 
rerruginous spots. Hackl,y fracture. Man:( 
small roots scattered throughout, Fractured 
near top or sample. 

SWAMP-?OORLY DRAnrED 

:rat clay1 dark gray. Contains much organic 
matter and roots. 

Clay, dark gr&;'/, very soft, moist. Roots 
throughrut. Fractured in upper 2 inches of 
sample. Two thin bands of ferruginous clS¥ 
_cr_o,u_ .1ample_horiz.on±al.ly. 
:Fat cla,y 1 dark gray, soft, moist. Contains 
several undecanposed roots. UorizontaJ. 
ferruginous clay bands are present at 1", 
6" I &nd 8 11 frOl!l top Of I ample 0 

B2 

SAMPLE 
NO, 

A 

WATUi. 
DEPl'lf SYY.BOL CONTENT 
JS' PERCF:NT 

-
- ~ 90 

'" ''" tZj 

:~~ 
~"l',, 
/S4 
IZ' 
tH 

~1; 
~~} 

DESCRIPrlON 

Clay' dark gray I nm. Contains undecanposed 
root fratr-nent1 throughout. Fracture plane 
extends UP"'&rd from base at about 4; degrees. 
Sl1ckensides noted along pla.ne. 

Fat clay, dark gray. Many fine roots in sampl 
have been replaced with pyrite, Fracture in 
lower portion of Hmple, 

Clay 1 dark brown, sort, moist, Contains con
siderable amount of organic matter and roots. 
Pyrite replaces many of tne roots in the sam
ple. A possible fracture plane, showing some 
distortion along bedditl8, extends vertically 
from the base or tne sample. 

:rat clay, dark brown, very soft, Roots are 
throughout sample. 

Clay, dark brovn, soft. Contains considerable 
amount of organic matter. Pyrite forms crusts 
on many of' the roots. · 
Clay, dark brown, very sort, moist. SEll!le as 
sample 6 .. e. 

Clay, dark brown, very soft. Contains large 
amount of organic matter, and roots. Many 
fine roots interwoven throughout 1ample. One 
large 2·1/2 inch diar:1eter root present. 

Same as sample 7 ... A except sample 1a fractured 
in upper 3 inches with ferruginous material 
filling crack, Pyrite replacing some ot the 
fine roots. 

Silty clay, dark brown, soft, Considerable 
amount of organic matter througtlout. 

Fat clay 1 dark brown. Contains many smeJ.1 
and large roots. Several horizontal frac
tures are present about 3 inches from top 
wittl pyrite lining fractures. A 2-inch 
diameter pocket of peat.like material at top 
of core. Pyrite replacing some of the fine 
roots at bottom of sample. 

Fat clay, dark gray, soft to finn. Few small 
roots in upper portion or core. Qle large 
root (l·l/2 x 5'') in lower -part. 

Swne as aample B .. A, 

Fat clay, dark e;ray, Contains two thin tan, 
ferruginous clay bands crouing horizontally. 

Fat clay, gray, soft. Alternating tan, and 
tanniah gre,y cla,y bands in upper sample. 
A horizontal tan, ferruginous clay band 
croaaes 5 inches from top, 
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PROJECT EABPL TEST SECTION m 
HOLE NO. 93 UES 

DEPTH 30 - 60FT. 

DESCRIP'l'IOU 

SWA..~P-POORLY DRA.INrl> 

Peat, dark brown, horizontally bedded. 

Peat e.nd clayey peat, dark brO'tln. Alternating 
layers. Thin bedded. 

Silty clay, dark gray, firm, moist. Hackly 
fracturl!. Root fravnP.nts throughout. 

Silty clay, mottled gray and dark grny, soft 
to firm. Roots fraonents throuchout. 

LAJ<E 
---Yat clay, dark gray, very soft, moist. 

Barely visible horizontal bed.ding. Fractured. 
Secondary ferruginoua materl!U lines fracture, 
Clay, gray, soft to flnn. Possible vertical. 
fracture plane in upper 3 inches of core. 

Fat cla.y, dark gray, soft, moht. S<me 
horizontal bedding interrupted by a. vertical 
zone of d1atortt!d clS\/. 

LAK'F. - nFT:rATC FACIF.S 

Alternating layers cf silty, sandy clay and 
fat clay. Distorted, fractured beds, Pvs-
aible fracture utends vertically fran top 
to bottcm. 

Alternating, horizontal layers of silty, sandy 
clay and fat clay, 

Same as SM!ple ll-A 

I.AKE 
--fat clay, dark gray, firm. 1-inch-diameter 

ferruginous clay tone in middle of swr.ple. 
One horizontal l/2-1nch-thick layer of fer-
ruginous clay present 3 inches from bottom. 
Slightly calcareous. 

I.AKE - DF.!,TAIC FACTF.S 
Altern11.tin~ cla..v, silt and sand layers, 

LAIC!-: 
--;:ilty, fractured clay. 

LAKF. - DF.LTAIC FACIF:~ 

Clay 1 dark y.ray, firm, Upper 6" consists of 
diatorhd silty, sandy clay. Lover pa.rt con- I 
~h':-s f'f 11.lternatinp: silty clay and clav. 

LAKE 
-P:-uernating ailt,Y clay Md. clay. Horizontally 

fractured. Va.rved like in lower portion, 
Slil"'.htly calcareous. Fractured at base. 

LAKE - DF.LTA TC FAC'TF::> 

Alternating thin layers of silty clay and 
clay v1th 1/4 inch eand lenae in middle of 
aarnple. 1-1/2-inch thick layer of ant and 
sand at base • 

B3 

~ DEPrH SYMBOL C~~~i.r 
PEP..CF:i'I' 

DESCRIPrION 

/G A -V 

!1'KE 
--"AlterM.ting silty clay and cley, Secondary 

mineralization occurs in patches in lower 
part of sample, Fractured. 

Fat clay, gray, soft, moist, Contains alter
nating layers of tan ferruginous clay and gray 
clay, Burrovs e.re com.'llon throughout, 

Swne as B!U:'lple 13-A, except contains a 1-incb 
layer of tan, ferruginous clay in upper half 
of sample. 

Fat clay, dark gray, soft to firm. Slightly 
calcareous. Diatorted bedding. Fractured, 

fat clay, dark gray, soft. Swnple fractured 
along thin silty parting. Lower portion of 
sample contains some barely visible tilted 
bedding, 

,;tJ SW~·!P-POOFJ,Y DRATh'F:D 
61 Clay, gray, firm. Hackly fracture, Contains 
~ several partially decanposed roots. Secondary 
79 ferruginous spots scattered throughout san:ple. 

ff 
M ., 
fi ~;:;e::k t~~:;)1~~~: t~w:~~· fr;~~~!~s i~oot 
~ three places. Many seconda...-y fer:-u.;in.:.us spot!. 
'j} in sample, 

..-
"' H 

% 

Clay, dark gro.y, firm~ Fractured.. Roots 
are common. Secondary ferruginous material 
scattered through sample. · 

Silty clay, gray, firm. Fractured. Roots 
and small ferruginous concretions throughout. 
One 2" diameter ferruginous clay spot occurs 
3" from top. 

Fat clay, gray, firm. Fractured, Roots are 
common, Secondary ferruginoua nodules present. 

Same as sample 15-C. Contains small particles 
of organic matter throughout. 

LAKE 
---Clay, gray, firm. Horizontally bedded, 

One_--2~ di.Jw.l?t.er., _tan, _ferruginous clay_ 
zone occurs at base of sample. 

Fat clay, gray, firm. Badly fractured, 
Patches of tan ferruginous clay located nea..· 
center of sample. 1''erruginous concretion a 
present in upper and lower portions or 
sample. 



SAMP:.E 
NO. 

17 

WATIB. 
SYMBOL CONTEm 

PERC~ 

PROJECT EABPL TEST SECTION lII 
HOLE NO. 93 UES 

DEPTH 60 - 86,4FT 

DESCRIPTION 

LAKE 
---"Fat clay, mottled dark and light grtJ3 1 firm. 

Fractured, Sign of distortion along vertical 
fracture. Isolated ferruginous mineralize.· 
t!on near bottom of sample. 

Silty clay, gray, firm. Ferruginous satin 
&long what appear• to be joints. Slllllple 
breaks eadly along these joints. Some 
tilted beda noted in UlJper part of sample. 

Fat clay, gray, soft to firm, Roots and 
other organic matter throughout sample. 

<>Wl c e.y w sorr.e cross bedding present. 
Var~d- ike hori tont!'Ll be~l'I at cot tom of earn 

LAKE 
-"Fat clay, gray, firm. Fractured. Horhontal 

bedding vith up to 1/16" thick silty clay 
partings, 

Same aa above but contains numerous burrows. 
Slightly calcareous. Varved like. 

Fat clay, dark gray, firm. Contains tM 
horizontal discontinuous ferruginoua clay 
zones. rractured with beds displaced in 
upPer 6" of sample. Burrows are comm.on. 

Fat clay, gray, firm, Fractured with ferru
ginous stain lining fracture, Contains silty, 
sandy lenees. Horizontal bedding, Slightly 
calcareous, Burrows throughout sample, 

Sandy clay, dark r;ray. J'rac'tured with Scm! 

distort1on, Ferrug1nous clay band at top. 

Fat clay, dark gray, firm. Horizontal 
bedding. Fractured and shC'Wa some bed 
displacement. Some distortion noted in 
upper part of sar.iple. 

Alternating light and dark grfl¥ 1 silty cl&¥ 
and- fat -cl~. --va.rved- like near- center- oi 
core, Sme d1stort1on of beds noted, 
Ferrug1noua clay band is present near base 
of sample. 

Same a.a sample 19-C. 

B4 

SAMPLE 
NO. 

eo 

Z2 8 

DESCRIPrION 

Fat clay, gray, firm. Fractured. Contains 
shells and shellfragments, lignite and de· 
composed roots, Vlvianite noteably present, 

SWAf.:P·POORLY DRAINED 
Fat clay, gray, firm. Contains many small 
roots and small ferruginous concretions. 
V1v1an1te scattered through sample, 

Silty clay, bluish gray, firm. Fract'Ured, 
Horizontally bedded, Small rootll throughout, 

Silty clay, gray, firm to crumbly. Fractured •. 
Secondary ferrug1nous conctetion• aligned 
along nearly vertical. fracture. Small roots 
throughout. 

SWAMP--POOP.LY DRAiml:i 
Silty clay, gray to drak gray, firm. 
Horizontally bedded with intervening thin 
very dlty lenses. Vivianite present. 
Roots. 

Fat clay 1 dark gray, firm. 
Thin layer of ferruginous clay occurs near 
center of a a.mp le. Roots are cootmon, 
Lower half of sample becomes very silty, 
sandy clay. Calcareous, 

Silty clay, gray, fir111. Hcrizontal bedding. 
Breaks a.long bedding. Small roots are pres
ent, Ferruginous stain throughout. Slightly 
calcareous, Tan ferruginous clay bands oc
curs near base of core. 

LAKE 
---P-at clay, dark gray. Contains 111s.ny alterna.t• 

ing ailty, sandy clay and clay layers. 

Fat clay, dark gray, firm. Horizontal bed~ 
d1ng, Contains very small roota through
out, Poasible displacement of beda 3" above 
bottan of 1ernple. Pyrite replacing 1ome of 
small roots in lower part of core. 
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